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did not appeal in vain. To stimulate the patriotism of the peasantry,
then busy with harvest, the Seym passed into law the resolution
on Agrarian Reform which had stood on its books since July
1919.
For the regular army the classes from 1890 to 1894 were called
up in July. In all more than 100,000 men volunteered. Women
also answered the call, as always the case in Poland in times of
national stress; a Legion of Women was formed; many women
came forward to work beside the men in the trenches. In short,
the national spirit not only revived, it soared to wonderful heights
of devotion and self-sacrifice.
POLAND APPEALS TO THE ALLIES
Poland lacked arms, munitions and money. The Polish Govern-
ment appealed for help to the Supreme Council in conference at
Spa, July 5-16, 1920, Grabski appearing there in person to plead
the Polish cause. His reception was frigid, but he did obtain a
hearing on July 10. Lloyd George was not more friendly to
Poland than before, but promised assistance if she agreed (i) to
renounce all ideas of conquest; (2) to refer to the Supreme Council
all questions in dispute, including Danzig and Teschen; (3) to
withdraw her forces to the Curzon line (the Bug) and to a point
50 kilometres south-west of Lwow (which meant giving up Vilna
and district in the north and most of Eastern Galicia, including
Lwow, in the south). To the Bolsheviks he said that their forces
must not advance beyond a line 50 kilometres from that occupied
by the Polish forces—if they did advance in spite of this prohi-
bition, the Allies would give their whole support to Poland. An
armistice conference would be constituted in London between
Soviet Russia on the one side and Poland, Lithuania, Latvia and
Finland on the other; representatives of Eastern Galicia would
also be invited to attend. Grabski agreed, but the Soviet would
not agree, for when the British Government conveyed these
decisions to Moscow Chicherin coolly replied that England had
not the standing in the matter which qualified her to intervene,
and that Poland must treat with the Soviet direct.
A Note was sent from London asking the Soviet to declare its

